Saturn ion window regulator

Search our online window regulator catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on
the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts
and accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order online via
our secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be
assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the
same day. They are available for the following Saturn Ion years: , , , , , 07, 06, 05, 04, This part is
also sometimes called Saturn Ion Window Regulators. Just received my part to fix my window.
Everything is working great no complaints. I'm so thankful that I found this site and was able to
get the part I needed at such a great price. You guys are the best. I've already referred this site
to my friends who are also in need of car parts. I purchased a window regulator for my Saturn
Ion and it worked perfectly. Parts Geek provided a great price with a great description of the
item that I needed. I will definitely use Parts Geek for other auto supplies. From the day I
ordered the regulator, it took 5 days to get to my house with free shipping selected. When it
arrived, it was packaged neatly, wrapped in paper and plastic inside of a cardboard box. Great
savings! Came ready to install. Arrived quickly, even sooner than anticipated based on the
website information. The only downer for me was that the company shipped it in a box that was
2X bigger than needed. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Dorman Window Regulator. Package Contents 1 Regulator and Motor Assembly.
Features: Engineered and tested to match the fit, function and performance Extensively tested
by cycling thousands of times in an actual vehicle door to ensure a long, trouble-free service
life Reverse-engineered to match the original equipment shape and dimensions to provide a
direct, seamless fit. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features:
Features and Benefits. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more reviews. The entire
assembly comes pre-assembled and ready to bolt in. Catalog: B. Vehicle Saturn Ion. Catalog: A.
Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. For more information go to
Established in , ACDelco manufactures original Their perfect-fit design, plug-and-play
installation and VDO has revolutionized and dominated the automotive after Replacement - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Window Regulator part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Ion Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Vehicle Fitment
Saturn Ion 1 4 Cyl 2. Part Number: AC11A Part Number: AC Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality
components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Dec 06,
Part was as expected. The part was the right part and fit and works great,. Mike Mike. Purchased
on Nov 25, Jul 12, Easy to change. Perfect same like the original!!! Wilson Guartan. Purchased
on Jun 22, Jun 02, Perfect match, decent price, dash shipping. Alma Vivar. Purchased on May
19, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Replace a Window Regulator Replacing
a window regulator was once a relatively easy task. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car door
parts can be divided into two main categories: the interior parts and the exterior parts. Car Door
Exterior. Thankfully, there is a temporary solution that sometimes works. Quick Fixes for a
Stuck Power Window. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For
more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Saturn Ion Window Regulator. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Window
Regulator part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Ion Window Regulator. Showing 1 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: RB Vehicle Fitment - Saturn Ion 1 4 Cyl 2. Part Number: AC11A Part
Number: AC Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Apr 28, Before I bought the item it was
vice versa. Mar Lee. Purchased on Apr 14, Helpful Automotive Resources. A window regulator is
the device that raises and lowers car window glass. Window Regulator Replacement:. What are
the Parts of a Car Door? The doors of your vehicle contain a lot of important parts like windows
and handles. Your car door is also where some controls and electronic switches are located.
Fortunately, on most vehicles, power window repair is relatively affordable and straightforward.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. We all love to have and

drive a performance vehicle that won't only transport us from destinations to destinations but
offers comforts and luxury features as well. The good news is that we can now have that dream
vehicles we always wanted; with all those available choices the market offers, you can surely
find what exactly you want. Saturn, a creator of feature-packed vehicles, is among the many
auto manufacturers that provides the market with wide array of vehicle choices. Saturn vehicles
nowadays are among the most loved vehicles in the market due to its practicality and reliability;
with good features evident in almost every part including power windows with reliable Saturn
window regulator , power doors, comprehensive interior designs and attractive exterior appeals.
Most modern vehicles nowadays, including your Saturn vehicles, feature power windows; these
offers more comforts to drivers and passengers as compared to manually controlled windows.
All power vehicle windows in turn have window regulators; these regulators are responsible for
making your windows go up and down. Window regulators works by converting the rotary
motion of the motor into the linear and vertical movement of the power windows. Generally,
power windows have system composed of a small electric motor, a worm gear and many spur
gears that produce enough torque to lift the window. When the worm spins the gear, friction
between the teeth is created causing the gears to bind; the worm gears lock themselves so that
the power windows cannot be forcibly opened. Indeed window regulators are just very
convenient for power window applications; it does not just make opening or closing your
windows easy and comfortable but make your car safely locked once you close it. These
window regulators also guarantee longer life and service as they use tough and durable cables
and drive gears that are designed to improve performance. Your Saturn includes, of course,
window regulators as they mostly have power windows in their specifications. But should you
need to replace it or want to get an upgraded spec, choices of window regulators for different
Saturn models are available in the market. They may vary depending on the exact model type
and trim of Saturn you have. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Saturn Window Regulator. Refine by:. Window Regulator part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Part Number: RC Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: RS Part Number: C Page 1 of 8 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Saturn Window Regulator
Models. Saturn Aura Window Regulator. Saturn Ion Window Regulator. Saturn L Window
Regulator. Saturn LS Window Regulator. Saturn LS1 Window Regulator. Saturn LS2 Window
Regulator. Saturn LW1 Window Regulator. Saturn LW2 Window Regulator. Saturn LW Window
Regulator. Saturn Outlook Window Regulator. Saturn Relay Window Regulator. Saturn SC1
Window Regulator. Saturn SC2 Window Regulator. Saturn Sky Window Regulator. Saturn SL
Window Regulator. Saturn SL1 Window Regula
toyota 4runner trailer wiring diagram
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tor. Saturn SL2 Window Regulator. Saturn SW1 Window Regulator. Saturn SW2 Window
Regulator. Saturn Vue Window Regulator. Saturn Window Regulator Customer Reviews. Oct 23,
Awesome to work with Thank you for everything. Cyndie godbey. Purchased on Oct 08, May 02,
Easy repair. Was easy to put in. Or install. Miner Dewitt Swetland. Purchased on Apr 15, Jun 11,
Purchased on Jun 24, Saturn Window Regulator Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. A
window regulator is the device that raises and lowers car window glass. Window Regulator
Replacement:. What are the Parts of a Car Door? The doors of your vehicle contain a lot of
important parts like windows and handles. Your car door is also where some controls and
electronic switches are located. Fortunately, on most vehicles, power window repair is relatively
affordable and straightforward. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

